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Meitenkai represents brands with a rich history in producing premium food. 
Head down to the Meitenkai Fair to experience the traditional food culture of Japan.

SAZAE SHOKUHIN
Established in 1973 in Nishinomiya, Hyogo 
Prefecture, Ohagi (rice balls) were made by 
Sazae’s founder’s mother for its employees 
and children. The large-sized Ohagi quickly 
gained customers’ attention and they sold 
out immediately when introduced for sales. 
Since then, Ohagi has become one of Sazae’s 
signature products.

TOKACHI OHAGI
110g x 2pcs

$4.50

MINOKICHI
The Minokichi was founded in 1716 as one of the eight licensed 
restaurants to save fresh water fishes authorized by Shogunate’s Kyoto 
Administration and it has always been making a history of 
Kyoto cuisine.

UDON NO SUKI
600g
$21.90

TAI SHABU NABE
500g
$28.50

AKASAKA KAKIYAMA
Established in Tokyo in 1971, Akasaka Kakiyama specialises in Okaki,
the traditional Japanese rice cracker delicately flavoured 
with soy sauce or salt.
Akasaka Kakiyama uses Shin Taisho Brand Mochigome, the pride of 
Toyama and the best sticky rice in Japan. 

KINSHOBAI
Kinshobai was founded in 1932 in Tokyo by 
its founder who was a gourmand. 
Particular about the taste of furikake, 
he spent many years perfecting his own 
recipe in Edo style, which has delighted the 
palates of everyone from children to the 
elderly, not to mention gourmets. 

DOI SHIBAZUKE HONPO
Established in 1901, Doi Shibazuke Honpo 
specialises in shibazuke (pickles), a traditional 
food that has been enjoyed by the people 
of Ohara, Kyoto, for a thousand years. Its 
signature Shibazuke is made with 
chirimen red shiso, a specialty of Ohara.

TACHIBUKURO KEICHO SEAWEED/ 
SOY SAUCE/SESAME

9pcs
$9.90

A LA KASHIKO
18pcs

$16.50

FURIKAKE
170g

$17.90

FURIKAKE IN ARITA 
PORCELAIN

90g
$26.90

EBISEN
Unagi Kabayaki
1 pc
$17.90

SHIBAZUKE KIZAMI
117g

$8.50

YAMATOMO FARM
Harunono Cha (Green Tea)
110g
$9.90

NUKAZUKE DAIKON
275g

$8.90

HIDAMARI
Mikan Juice
720ml
$19.90

HIDAMARI
Mikan Juice
180ml
$6.90 each

HAMAMATSU SPECIALITIES
浜松名物
Hamamatsu is Shizuoka Prefecture’s largest city.
Surrounded by diverse natural landscapes, it is home to various scenic spots. 
Specialities from the area include mandarin oranges and seafood, especially eels.

Hamamatsu, 
Shizuoka

Serving Suggestion


